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         :  

I. Choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from  the others. (5 marks) 
 
1.    A. near    B. dear    C. hear    D. bear 
2.    A. naked    B. punished    C. forced    D. fixed 
3.    A. government    B. moment    C. comment    D. development 
4.    A. whether    B. ethnic    C. clothing     D. these 
5.    A. carrot    B. ceiling    C. cereal    D. circle 
II. Choose the word whose stressed pattern is different from the others. (5 marks) 
 
1.    A. comic     B. police     C. fashion    D. cotton 
2.    A. remote    B. amount    C. purpose    D. museum 
3.    A. correspond     B. convenient    C. compulsory    D. communicate 
4.    A. community    B. minority    C. biology    D. dormitory 
5.    A. generous    B. humorous    C. enormous    D. dangerous 
 
III. . There is one mistake in each of the following sentences. Find and correct it. (10 marks) 

1. During The Second World War, almost a third of a million people was killed. 
2. It was raining heavy when I woke up yesterday morning. 
3. Doctors have known for a long time that loud noises can cause hear damage or loss. 
4. Streets of Bangkok are usually crowding with people selling food, clothing, flowers and souvenirs. 
5. It often takes my mom half an hour getting to work by underground every morning. 
6. Found in the 12th century, Oxford University ranks among the world’s oldest ones. 
7. Mr. Brown isn’t in his own car, he is driving someone else car. 
8. The homeworks that your teacher assigned is due on Tuesday unless you have made prior  

arrangements to turn it in late. 
9. He started working as an editor 10 years ago but now he knows as a famous MC. 
10. In icy winter days, I prefer being driven to driving myself.  

 

Your answers: 
            Mistake             Correction               Mistake            Correction 
1.   6.   
2.   7.   
3.   8.   
4.   9.   
5.   10.   
 
IV. Use the correct form of the given words to complete the following sentences. (10 marks) 
1. Hanoi is much more _____________ from Kuala Lumpur.   DIFFERENCE 
2. Mr John caused an accident yesterday. He drove very ________.   CARE 
3. Nowadays, many people are interested in saving money and ________ resources. NATURE 



 

 

4. Ba is the ________ student in his class.      GOOD 
5. The  ________ told us not to take reference books out of the school library. LIBRARY 
6. Last Sunday afternoon, the students in class 9A walked up the _______________  to visit  
the shrine of a Vietnamese hero.        MOUNTAINOUS 
 
7. The consumers want products that will work _____________ and save money.  EFFECT 
8. Lan Anh is ________ because she misses her parents and friends very much.   HAPPY 
9. The doctor suggested that he_________________up smoking as for the sake of his health.       GIVE 
10. In social life, many ________________situations occur because of misunderstanding.   EMBARRASS 
V. Complete the second sentence so that it has similar meaning to the first one. (10 marks)  
1. The match couldn’t start because of the heavy snow. 

The heavy snow ......................................................................................................................................................................... 
2. My mother was a worker in a factory when she was young. 

My mother used .......................................................................................................................................................................... 
3. You can improve your English by practicing speaking every day. 

If  ............................................................................................................................................................................................................ 
4. It was such an interesting novel that I read it again and again.  

The novel ........................................................................................................................................................................................ 
5. Please don’t ask me such silly questions. 

Would you mind not ............................................................................................................................................................? 
6. "Is Phong Nha cave in Quang Binh province?”, Jane said to her friend. 

Jane asked....................................................................................................................................................................................... 

7. Hung’s friends gave him a lot of gifts on his last birthday. 
Hung  ................................................................................................................................................................................................. 

8. He started working as an actor ten years ago. 
He has ................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

9.It often took my mom half an hour to get to work by underground every morning last month. 
My mom spent.......................................................................................................................................................................... 

10. Couldn’t you take a bus to the station this morning? 
Wasn’t ...........................................................................................................................................................................................? 

VI. Give the correct tense and form of the verbs in brackets. (10 marks) 
1. When the headmaster ____________ the room, all the pupils stood up. (enter) 
2. All the boys are good at cooking, but  none _____________ is as good as the girls. (be) 
3. Our children are looking forward to ______ to the circus this weekend. (take) 
4. Everybody has known the day I return, _____________they? (have) 
5. My mother often gives me advice on how  ______ water.(save) 
6. - Peter: Is our breakfast OK?  
    - Mary: Yeah, Mom  ______________ it ready. (get) 
7. The children (make)_______________a lot of noise now. I (be) ______________ afraid that they (wake 
up) __________________ my father, who (sleep) __________________ in the next room 

 
The end 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ĐÁP ÁN 
I. Choose the words whose underlined part is pronounced differently from that of the others. (5*1=5 marks) 
1. D 2. A 3. C 4. B 5. A 
II. Choose the word whose stressed pattern is different from that of the others. (5*1 = 5 marks ) 
 

1. B 2. C 3. A 4. D 5. C 
III. . There is one mistake in each of the following sentences. Find and correct it. (10*1 = 10  marks ) 
 

            Mistake             Correction               Mistake            Correction 
1. was were 6. Found Founded 
2. heavy heavily 7. someone else car someone else’s car 
3. hear hearing 8. homeworks homework 
4. crowding crowded 9. knows is known 
5. getting to get 10. In On 
 
IV. Use the correct form of the given words to complete the following sentences.(8*1=8 marks) 
1. different 2. carelessly 3. natural 4. best 5. librarian 
6. mountain 7. effectively 8. unhappy 9. give 10. embarrassing 
V. Complete the second sentence so that it has similar meaning to the first one. (10*1 = 10 marks)  

1. The heavy snow prevented / stopped the match from starting. 
2. My mother used to work / to be a worker in a factory when she was young. 
3. If  you practice speaking English every day, you can improve it 
4. The novel was so interesting that I read it again and again.  
5. Would you mind not asking me such silly questions? 
6. Jane asked her friend if / whether Phong Nha cave was in Quang Binh province.  
7. Hung  was given a lot of gifts on his last birthday. 
8. He has worked / has been working as an actor for ten years. 
9. My mom spent half an hour getting to work by underground every morning last month. 
10. Wasn’t it possible for you to take a bus to the station this morning? 

VI. Give the correct tense and form of the verbs in brackets. (10 marks) 
1. entered 
2. is 
3. being taken 
4. haven’t 
5. to save 
6. is getting 
7. are making/am / will wake up/ is sleeping 
( Thang điểm 50. Mỗi câu trả lời đúng được 0.2 điểm) 


